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Nation Building     23 Million Sq. Ft. 

 

Retail and Mixed use:    11 Million Sq. Ft. 

 

Group Housing:     56 Million Sq. Ft. 

 

Affordable Housing:   20 Million Sq. Ft. 

 

Master planning:     3200 Acres 

 

Offices and IT Parks:    8 Million Sq. Ft. 

DFI Presence in India  About DFI  

In the year 1995, 3 young architecture graduates from IIT Kharagpur started an architectural practice called 
Tevatia Chauhan & Sharma Architects. The practice specialized and excelled in developing individual family 
homes. In 2003, the practice was rechristened as Design Forum International (DFI), with a clear intent to foster an 

egalitarian organizational ethos where distinctive architectural talent finds self-expression and can contribute in 
a democratic and collaborative work environment. 
 
The practice has since grown from strength to strength and is currently marching ahead with a vibrant team of 
over 100 professionals; each pursuing a distinctive value based architectural spirit that DFI imbues. DFI executes 
each piece of work undertaken with a deep sense of optimism, excellence and integrity, keeping in mind that 
each project is a legacy for our future generations. While DFI plays its role as an agent of change, its efforts are 
rooted in the principles of responsiveness to local context and sustainable architecture. 
  
DFI‟s prime objective is to achieve excellence in design, perfectly in balance to both time and cost. Our team is 
committed to emphasize communication and design for the people and environment. Having won many 
accolades for our works, DFI has emerged as an institution which attracts great design minds; who love to thrive 
in a professionally charged environment focusing on every detail and exploring new design methodology for 

every project. 
 
 

3 Partners 
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Goonmeet Singh Chauhan 

Anand Sharma 

Anoj Tevatia 

 



DFI Preamble  

Our Habitats shape and influence our 
lives profoundly and, therefore, as 
custodians of the Built Environment 
where much intervention is 
necessitated in the name of Capacity 
up-gradation, we feel the need to 
emphasize inclusion of contextuality 
and conservation in our thoughts and 
designs. 
  
If words were a repository of thoughts 
and ideas then DFI‟s current thought 
process is captured thus: 
  
• To play-IN into the continuum as 

opposed to playing OUT an 
egoistic expression of 
Disruptivism. 

• To embellish with thoughtful 
contemporary interventions 
echoing the aspirations of our 
times while discarding 
architectural vestiges. 

• To animate with meaningful 
newness; combining the use of a 
problem-solving approach with 
sensitive and delightful Urban 
Artistry. 

• To be reverend to the substantive 
context; both Immediate and 
Cosmic.  

• To pursue a practice of 
Architecture with a Conscience; 
A Karmic Architecture. that 
belongs to its PEOPLE and its 
PLACE.  
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Construction  Week Awards, The New Courts Complex-Delhi High Court, Green Project of the Year, 2018 

Grohe NDTV Design and Architecture Awards, Garden Apartments, Special category. 2017 

UIA Seoul World Architects Congress, Helix, outstanding paper and design work 2017 

IIA Awards, Commercial Projects, Shortlist, 2017 

Cityscape Awards, Group Housing low rise, Shortlist, 2016 

9th Estate Awards, Affordable Housing, 2016 

Realty Plus Excellence Awards, Affordable Housing, 2016 

Realty Plus Excellence Awards (North), Architecture of the Year, Residential, 2015 

NDTV Grohe Design and Architecture Awards, Nominee, 2014 

Images Shopping Center Awards, Most Socially Responsible Shopping, 2013 

Society Interiors, Building Design Award, Runner Up, Best Retail Building Design, 2011 

Building Information Bureau (BIB)- Real Estate Services Award, 2009 

VM&RD Awards, Merit Certificate, Shopping Malls and Arcades, 2008 

Bharat Jyoti Award, Outstanding services achievements and contributions, Anand Sharma 

Awards 





Clients 





Guwahati International Airport 

Client : Airports Authority of India 
Site : 50 Acres 
Built-up Area: 1.35 Million Sq. Ft. 

Moments….Life is nothing but a series of moments. Some more poignant than the others. 
 
At DFI, designs are aimed to create experiences, experiences that awe, inspire and stay in the memories of the user. 
They are also about triggering moments of discovery, togetherness, connections and infusing it with the flavors of the 
land that this airport finds itself in, Assam, the land which is Assam (undulating). 
Air travel can be quite taxing, emotionally and physically draining, and from the need to soothe the frayed nerves 
and tired bodies comes the solution to create an environment which evokes memories, stirs wonder and amazement 
and rekindles pride and sense of belongingness. Hence, airport design can be very intriguing, one has to contend 
with enormous demands of functionality and almost military-level precision as aviation is one of the most 
complicated and smoothest logistics industries the world over. As architects, we did not want to restrain ourselves to 
just fulfilling the requirements; there is a yearning to imbibe the design with an identity; a lingering, almost-haunting 
memory of the time spent within. It is from this pull and push of forces that a thought emerged that there was a need 
to create spaces which involve and stimulate and not just deliver and facilitate. 
 
Conceived as the iconic Icarus: the epitome of the human urge to fly, the form of the structure takes inspiration from 
the mythological figure who dared to fly. As the symbolic and majestic centerpiece with arms outstretched reaching 
out to the skies, it looms over the departure concourse. This floating form also moonlights as the canopy for the drop-
off zone. 
Origami: An art, an expression | Few things straddle the realms of art, physics and sculpture as Origami does. The 
childhood memories of flying paper planes are reminiscent of individual craftsmanship zooming towards the heavens. 
Origami has served as a guide, a companion and a tool, for us as we delved into the evolution of form and before 
we knew it, it dominated our design completely. Finding expression in the terminal roof, the flooring patterns, the 
column clads, the theme walls and even signage, it is hard to say if we used Origami or Origami used us. 
Craft Village: immersive and engaging | India is a land of diversities with every nook and corner of this land being 
filled with mysteries and packed with local delights. To engage the traveler and extend the experience beyond 
books and handicraft emporiums, the experience has been re-created as a part of the life at the airport. Spaces 
have been allocated for the artisans to sit and produce, right at the airport and interact with the visitor. Engaging the 
craft, the craftsman and the visitor in one experience altogether, the crafts village augments the shopping and retail 
experience for the traveler. 
Indoor forest: Wish you were here | Coming out of the plane, the travel weary eyes look for some solace, a relief from 
the mass of humanity that engulfed you on the plane. From the corner of the eye, one views an oasis of rich river 
basin rainforest and out comes the yearning to be a part of it. Lo and behold! Wish granted- The visitor is positioned 
within a 90-feet high indoor rainforest, which needs to be navigated before being reunited with the luggage. The 
rainforest doesn‟t let one just hurriedly pass; zig-zag passages bring vistas and wonders at every corner. 
Craft Walls: Is it an airport or a gallery? | The craft walls have been conceived as a canvas for current and future 
trends, with innovations and artefacts to be displayed. The Namaskar Atrium is a massive double height experience 
for the inbound tourist or visitor, both national and international with its walls adorned with the art and crafts of Assam. 
The Baggage Claim hall wall is an exercise in modularity with Origami aluminum panels, drawing inspiration from the 
hilly terrain of Assam and the Northeast. 
 
At the altar of the land of mighty Brahmaputra and Maa Kamakhya Devi, the New Integrated Terminal Building at 
Guwahati International Airport is an ode to the ancient yet reinvigorated spirit of Assam, the Seven Sisters and our 
Own Incredible India. It is a collective dream and effort of the entire team of 15 different Consulting and Design firms 
including Aecom, Design Forum International, Integral designs, Axis Facades, Gaurav Jindal, Alpana Khare Designs 
and CBRE. 
  
 
 

Guwahati 









Delhi Cantt Railway Station Delhi 

Client : Rail Land Development Authority  
Station Built-up Area : 1.20Lakh Sqft  
Commercial Development : 11 Lakh Sqft 







Delhi High Court, New Courts (C - Block) Gurgaon 

Client : Delhi High Court > PWD Delhi 
Site : Part of existing Delhi High Court Complex  
Built-up Area: 14815 sq. m. 

 
As India marches forward to take its rightful place amongst the greatest democracies of the world, it must  
ensure social, gender, and economic equity, for its citizens. 
Its institutions must evolve in response to the complex challenges that its sheer size and diversity present. India  
needs to ensure that its sovereign justice system applies firmly, equally, and expeditiously, to all its citizens, and  
that it reaffirms the supremacy of righteousness and fair play. Simultaneously, it must ensure that it augments its  
adjudication capacity to meet the expanding needs of India's rapidly growing population. The country needs to  
guarantee that social and gender justice is real for all its citizens. 
 

In accordance with these guiding principles, the Delhi High Court embarked on an ambitious redevelopment  
plan to increase its capacity by forty percent. An existing building that housed records was pulled down and a  
contemporary New Courts Complex erected in its place; the new building houses fifteen E-courts, sixteen  
Judges' chambers, nine junior registrar courts, and several bar rooms, and record rooms. Spaces for judicial  
administration, congregational spaces for lawyers and litigants, as well as ample parking were also provided,  
while enabling the building with adequate natural light and green views. 
 

The architectural vocabulary of this magnificent building pays reverence to the urban context set by the  
National Gallery of Modern Art designed by Arthur Blomfield in the architectural style set by Edwin Lutyens, the  
modern Delhi High Court complex designed by architect Benjamin, and the historic monument Khair-ul-Manzil  
that was built in the Mughal period. It has also been designed in consonance with the principles of green  
architecture and universal accessibility, while design considerations for high security and fire safety have been  
integrated with diligence. 
 

A project of such importance requires great collaboration between all the institutions of the state. The  
Honourable Chief Justice of India, the Honourable Judges of Supreme court, the Honourable Minister of Law  
and Justice (Govt. of India), the Honourable Judges of the Delhi High Court, the Building Management and  
Construction Committee, the E-courts Committee, the Honourable Chief Minister of Delhi, the Honourable PWD  
Minister, the Finance Secretary (Govt. of Delhi), Engineer-in-chief of the PWD, President of the Bar Association, as  
well as eminent members of the bar have all made sterling contributions and have penned down their  
congratulatory messages which can be found in the subsequent pages. This book also chronicles a brief history  
of the Delhi High Court, its position of eminence within the Indian judiciary system and the design evolution of  
the new building. 
 

The opportunity for making modern institutional buildings like the Delhi High Court, that too in such haloed  
precincts, comes once in a lifetime. Under the able mentorship of the High Court Building Management  
Committee, the architectural team, the consultants, the PWD's team of officers, and the judicial officers and  
contractors have worked tirelessly in the spirit of service and labour of love to create a new face of justice for  
the city, one that truly belongs to its times, its people and its place. 









Vanijya Bhawan New Delhi 

Client : NBCC India Ltd 
Site : 4.38 Acres 
Built-up Area: 4.30 Lakh Sqft 

 
The Site falls in “LBZ ZONE”. The External Architectural expression therefore has to be reverend to the context of  
Lutyen‟s Delhi in terms of choice of materials, design elements, scale, textures, volumes and silhouette. 

 
The architects studied the key buildings in the area with special reference to the Rashtrapati Bhawan, the North-
South  blocks, the Parliament House and the India Gate and abstracted the keys aspects of the architectural 
vocabulary  which are formal in nature, symmetrical, monumental in scale, grand colonnades enclosing triple 
height volumes,  Rajasthani eaves (chajjas), high plinth in red Agra stone, deep recessed windows, etc. The material 
palette also  consistently uses hand chiseled blocks of Dholpur stone and Agra stone, with expressed grooves to 
accentuate the  texture and play of light and shade. 
 
Refined ornamentation that were inspired from the traditional Indian architecture like jalis and animal forms melded  
with classical European elements like architraves and cornices to create a new colonial idiom. 
 
This architectural vocabulary has now been used and transformed in keeping with modern construction 
technologies  that allow dry cladding of stone to create a building that retains the Lutyen‟s architectural flavor and 

additionally  provides a building design on principles of green architecture & universal architecture. It is also an 
intelligent building  with BMS and has enhanced levels of safety, security, convenience and efficiency. 
 
The building block is placed at the rear side of the site parallel to Rajpath, thus provides front foreground which  
enhances the entry experience of the building with beautiful landscaping elements. Separate entries are also  
designed for Officers and visitors. 
 
The site has a single building block which is 6 storied with a habitable height of 23.75m with a screen of 5m and total  
height of 28.75m. 
 
The building block is designed with centrally located core which serves two square plates sized 46m x 46m. This  
central core has separate lift lobbies for visitors, officers, VIPs and VVIPs. It has also houses all utilities and wash 

rooms.  The core can be approached from 2 sides through grand atrium lobbies which shall serve as arrival halls 
cum security  foyers. 
 
Two square plates measured 46mx46m have been designed as open office plans and shall offer excellent views on  
three sides. Spatially this results in efficient & delightful spaces; structurally it enables the floor spaces to remain open  
and flexible. The building functions are divided into 5 separate zones, each with its own function. 
 
The look & feel design of the façade followed the classical style with columns and colonnaded verandahs  
interspersed with modern chajjas and jalis borrowed from the traditional Indian Architecture. 
 
The composition is symmetrical and formal composed of red sandstone. 









Pandit Deen Dayal Upadhyaya 

Institute of Archeology 

Pt. Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Institute of Archaeology, UNESCO CATEGORY-II TYPE BUILDING is going to be the 
new Institute for Archaeological survey of India. It is built on Plot no 2, Sector Knowledge Park-II, Greater Noida, 
India. 
  
Institute of Archaeology is designed according to the ancient Architecture of India, using materials like Dholpur 
and Agra sandstones. 
  
The project cost is 289 crores, Institute have 9 Building Blocks with museum, Administrative, Institute   auditorium, 
office, staff residences and Accommodation facilities for students with a built up area of  5.5 lac sq.ft. Main 
block (facility with Museum, Institute, 1000 PAX Auditorium, library & Business Centre ) 3 lac sq.ft. & 1 lac sq.ft. 
Single basement. 70 thousand sq.ft. Residential facility for staff, 35 thousand sq.ft. Accommodation facilities for 
students. 

  
It has designed as a Smart Building and as a Green building with 4 star GRIHA rating. It is also designed for 
Universal accessibility so physically disadvantaged persons can navigate and use the premises conveniently. 
The requirements for confidentiality and high security have also been addressed in the design. Modern 
construction technologies of steel structure and post tension beam shall be used to complete construction in 
record time of 18 months. 
 
 

Greater Noida 

Client : NBCC 
Site : 25  Acre 
Built-up Area: 6  Lac sq. ft. 











National Institute of Technology 

Client : NBCC 
Site : 52 Acre 
Built-up Area: 2.5 Lac sq. ft. 

Master Planning a green field educational campus is perhaps the most coveted and fulfilling assignment an Architect 
can undertake. Campus life is synonymous with inspiration, innovation, incite full discussions, free spirited disruptive 
and constructive activities.  
A heady mix of formal and informal learning that transforms young fertile minds into confident and knowledgeable 
professionals. Ready to chart their course and eager to make a difference! 
Architecture in a campus then becomes a great medium for expression of the power of inspiration, the power of 
innovation and the power of constructive disruption. Campus architecture must go beyond the fulfillment of a stated 
brief of functional spaces.  
It must 
Instill the 'Spirit of Adventure' by demonstrating the courage to experiment with materials, forms, vocabularies. 
Instill the 'Spirit of Perseverance' by stretching the limits of newness and pursuing it to completion. 
Instill the 'Spirit of Diligence' by demonstrating refined detailing and thoughtfulness. 
Instill the 'Spirit of Discipline' by following an orderly design vocabulary and efficient space planning. 
Instill a 'Spirit of Contextuality' where continuum and change are inextricably interwoven. 
It is with these thoughts that we at Design Forum International, started on the design process of NIT Delhi as a 
“Crucible of Inspired learning.” 
 
 
 
 

New Delhi 









  Select Citywalk New Delhi  

Client : Select Group  
Site : 6 Acre 
Built-up Area: 12.88 Lac sq. ft. 

 
SELECT CITYWALK is planned to be a high end 1.2 million Sq.Ft. Mixed-Use Development in the heart of South Delhi, at  
Saket District Centre. It is the centerpiece of a 54-acre, well-planned urban business district which comprises of a  
Retail Podium, Multiplex, an Office Building and Serviced Apartment block, with approximately 1,500 car parks.  
Developed by Select Infrastructure Private Limited, the Rs.400 Crore scheme is spread across 6 acres of prime land. 
 

Design Salient Features 

 
• Each shop overlooking the 3 connected atriums 

• Being the largest six-story retail 

• 1500 car parks in 3 basements with high illumination, escalators, security systems. 

• Multi-cuisine dining options along with food court 

• Offices and serviced apartments offering a captive audience for retail. 

• 6-screen multiplex (leased to an international major), 2 department stores, food supermarket and large books &  

music stores 

• Controlled tenant mix & zoning combining traditional and modern retail flavors tailor-made to suit the shopping  

baskets of Delhi‟s urban-rich 

 
Responding to the L-shaped plan form of the property, L-shaped invert looking, continuous atrium was evolved which  
was further broken into oval, linear and circular shaped atrium to break the monotony. 
The oval atrium acts as an arrival atrium which due to its proportions has a great visual gravity. 
The grand atrium acts like a rendezvous and a visual reference point. Though in terms of prominence, we lost the  
most prime space but at the same time we gained much more by creating a large gathering space that adds to the  
grandeur of the entire complex. Funnel atrium was designed to induce better volume proportions of the atrium and  
get better sight lines to speak with the signage/shop fronts at the different levels. 
 

Due to strategically located vertical cores, we have generated a forced circulation which enables evenly distributed  
footfall over the mall. 
This reinforced all retail components present in each corner of the mall. 
 

The landscape plaza acts as a nice urban space. The crowd enjoy to come here just to hang out and enjoy   the  
feel of the landscape plaza. The plaza is animated with lot of activities which are organized by the mall. Thus  
acting as a magnet to pull the traffic and making the mall live. 











Joy Street 

AIPL Joy Street is the one stop entertainment hub for the residents of Gurugram. Located in sector 66 on a 4 

acre site the open concept mall enjoys a prime location with several residential projects in the vicinity. 

 

The planning of Joy Street was a keen design challenge with a uniquely shaped site; the main parameters 

of planning being greater visibility and therefore primeness to all shops and an experiential shopping 

destination with greater imageability that aroused interest and excitement in the shopper. The nonlinear 

design increased the frontage of retail space dividing it into primary secondary and tertiary spaces; this 

along with different areas of shops gives a diverse array of retail spaces. The carefully designed open courts 
and piazzas serve as nodes which brings a strong character to this project. 

  

Senora– The ladies shopping street with a twist, Senora caters to the vast paraphernalia of women 

shopping. A flea market in spirit with the amenities of high street shopping this shopping space is aimed at 

ladies offering everything from high fashion to must have accessories. 

  

Fashion Street – The high end shopping space with brand retail and showrooms, showcasing the best of 

international and Indian fashion labels for men and women. 

  

Le Feria – This Mediterranean street on the ground level is lined with cafes and restaurants. With al fresco 

seating and an interplay of water features and greens this space is reminiscent of the opulence of the 

Riviera, calm and soothing yet bright and lively all at once.  
  

Fun Zone – This huge enclosed space on the fourth level is a mecca for gaming aficionados; play areas, 

indoor sports, gaming hub, bumper cars, bungees and a plethora of activities make fun zone a must visit for 

kids. A six screen multiplex gives the movie goer multiple options to choose from, and a large lobby area 

with food and beverage counters makes waiting time considerably enjoyable. 

  

Food Court – The food court spanning an entire floor offers everything from local street fair to fine dining. 

The bar counter running the entire length of the frontage offers a panoramic view of the surrounding 

cityscape and cozy alcoves for a more private seating. 

  

The fifth to eighth floors have dedicated office spaces with convertible areas and a wide array of 

amenities. 
  

The 9 top floors are dedicated to luxury serviced apartments, stylishly decorated & fully furnished, to 

provide a comfortable home from home for clients. The 320 sq ft of luxuriously finished studios boast 

spectacular city views from every room. The top floor houses a luxury spa and pool offering calm and 

peace along with a breathtaking view and the rooftop cafe and bar is the perfect place to unwind after a 

long day.  

 

The JoyStreet is a complete destination offering work, play, leisure and shopping all at once, under the 

same roof. 

Gurugram 

Client : AIPL 

Site : 4 Acre 

Built-up Area: 5.66 Lac sq. ft. 











City Center Mall Guwahati 

Client : Brahmaputra Infrastructure Ltd 
Site : 3 Acre 
Built-up Area: 4.3 Lac sq. ft. 

It is a world class shopping and entertainment plaza conceptualized to provide a complete life style experience to 
consumers.  
  
City center is at an unbeatable location having entrance from both G.S. Road and Zoo Road which are the two main 
roads of new business district. Carefully planned shopping zones, anchor stores, provision for office spaces will make it the 
most happening urban creation in Guwahati. Exclusive entertainment zones with a 6 screen multiplex, well laid out food 
court, multi-specialty restaurants, a world class spa will provide each and every of its floors a treat to visit. 
 
An expression of the city‟s global mind-set and vibrant culture, we are a one stop destination for everyone who‟s inspired 
by the beauty of life and who loves having a good time on their own or with their loved ones. We are a buzz with the latest 
news and arrivals from the world of beauty, fashion and lifestyle along with an assortment of discounts and offers! 











Urban Life Hyderabad 

Client : Pravankara  
Site : 15 Acre 
Built-up Area: 20 Lac sq. ft. 

 
Resting on a 15-acre plot, the Puravankara Mall is developed as a mixed-land use complex. Sited close to the Jubilee  
Hills check post, and being connected to the main road at about 250 meters, the complex is well allocated into 6  
different fragments, hence mitigating its 2 million sq.ft. built-up area. The Puravankara Mall consists of 11.62 lac sq.ft. of  
office spaces, 4.42 lac sq.ft of retail, 1.75 lac sq.ft of F&B, 0.7 lac sq.ft of multiplex area, 2.2 lac sq.ft of residences and  
finally 2.1 lac sq.ft of terraces and food street. 
 

The design concept crafts a perfect balance between the spatial congregations of the complex. With a 7-meter set  
back, the site configuration covers 3 major typologies in a well-defined manner without hindering one another;  
residential at the front, commercial in the center of the site and office spaces are located at the rear end and sides  
of the site. 
 

The office spaces occupy the maximum ground coverage which are developed as a broken-U on the site. Each  
building type in this office complex consists of a suave vehicular movement of the traffic pertaining 6 drop offs or  
office arrivals for 6 building complexes. The traffic planning for these spaces takes place around their own particular  
segmented typology. A strict segregation of the parking spaces is enabled in the basement of the complex for each  
of the residential, commercial and office complex spaces. 
 

The commercial complex is engaged in the intermediate area of the site, by enabling an easy access to both the  
entities of office and residential facilities. The complex consists of retail outlets covering from ground till the second  
floor with the multiplex covering the third and fourth floor spaces. The food and beverage street appears at the rear  
end of the complex, that faces the office facilities, creating an interactive lively environment, where people can relax  
after a long day. The engaging atriums and the plaza of the commercial complex are designed to endow an  
upscale feel for its visiting population to have a luxurious experience. The terraces are designed to craft an escape  
from the frantic life by engaging with green areas and seating throughout the complex site. At the top of the  
commercial complex, the restaurant design with alfresco seating and a water body amidst green trees is designed to  
craft a more relaxing atmosphere. 
 

While the residential complex upfront gives its residents easy access to their homes without getting disturbed by the  
hustle at the rear end of the complex, there is a clear distinction between the private and public domains of the life  
of the inhabitants. The complex faces its own residential plaza that is designed in front of the residential complex  
steering them away from the noise of the street and a tranquil personal space. By enabling easy access to all the  
spaces of the surrounding complexes making life of the residents easier, the complex is developed in sync with a  
smart city design approach. 











Heritage Mall Patna 

Client : Mundeshwari Developers  
Site : 2.75 Acre 
Built-up Area: 6.9 Lac sq. ft. 









Cyberwalk 

Client : Aarone Developers 
Site : 10 Acre 
Built-up Area: 13.5 Lac sq. ft. 

Nature is all encompassing and perhaps man‟s most inspiring Guru? As humans evolved and spread their geographic 
footprint, the notion that „shelter‟ was a way to escape nature‟s fury came to being. Over the millennia, this notion of 
„beating nature at its game‟ got cemented in our psyche and our habitats have become more and more „de-
nature-ised‟. Technology has further bolstered Man‟s ego to tame nature and today, the word „URBAN‟ has come to 
connote a more built-up, concrete, glass, stone and some controlled greens; almost the opposite of nature. 
The modern day office epitomises this notion of sanitised climate controlled environments. In the quest for space 
efficiency, it has been reduced to a cubicle form. Rejuvenating work spaces have been sacrificed at the altar of 
space efficiency! 
 
Cyberwalk is an attempt to revitalise that connect with nature. The result is that Cyberwalk is a 1.7 million square feet 
LEED‟s Gold rated building; the first one is Manesar, Haryana. We chose to use passive methods of green architecture 
and married them with „vaastu‟ – ancient Indian principles of designing with nature. 
 
This information technology park site is 10 acres and is part of a 150 acre masterplan comprising of 12 plots of 10 acres 
each and a 20 acre central park. The plots are arranged around the periphery of the park and the roads form a 
swastika pattern.  Our plot is open along 3 sides with 30 M wide roads on the South and East and a 60 M road in the 
West. East side faces 20 Acre green. The byelaws mandated that each parcel has 84% IT workspace, 10% residential 
space, 4% commercial space and 2% recreational space. We chose to integrate all types into an interconnecting 
special plan as opposed to having segregated zones. 
 
The work space zone was mandated to have a 90 M high iconic structure. Since west space occupies in the IT World 
like to have large clean floor plates, we were now saddled with the challenge of making a tower within a largish floor 
plate of approximately 30,000 – 50,000 square feet into an iconic structure within a relatively modest height of 90 M. 
Also, the site sites in the suburbs where rentals are typically lower and so cost effectiveness too was the key. We 
started with the broad massing. According to the vaastu, the south west and west corner of the plot needs to have 
the highest mass and the north east needs to have the lowest mass. Therefore we placed the iconic work space 
tower on the west with a protruded south west corner and placed smaller towers in the middle zone and the smallest 
ones in the East. 
 
Vaastu also prescribes an empty centre and open cardinal directions. We chose to create a large one acre central 
green and opened up the blocks along the central longitudinal and transverse spines.When we modelled this built 
mass on the simulation to see how the built mass performed on the parameter of heat gain from outer envelope- we 
were delighted to find that numbers were encouraging. Since Delhi sits on 28.6° N, the Sun tilts towards South and 
South West and West receive the harshest Sun. By placing tallest tower in South West and West, we had managed to 
shade all the smaller blocks and also created shaded terraces with a view of the Eastern green. The central green 
within the site too became an oasis for people to hangout. The retail spaces, food courts and café‟s along the 
central green made it the hub of rejuvenation. The central green also has a large sunken court that illuminates the 
three gigantic basements underneath that park over 2200 cars. 
 
To fashion the large tower in the West into an Icon, we chose to give it an inclined form; thereby creating roof top 
terraces which are all interconnected. The plan form of the West tower is also like an arc which makes the incline 
read like a smooth swoosh. Later we decided to add a massive 30 M X 30 M puncture through it creating a lovely 
internal terrace with a beautiful view of the central green. It is also very breezy space and houses a speciality 
restaurant. The Western surface attracts a lot of heat and to counter that we have put 1.8 M garden balconies that 
act as green sun barriers preventing harsh Sun, holding moisture and creating a cooler microclimate and helps in 
creating the rejuvenating office spaces we set to create!!  
 
 
 
 
 

Manesar 







Eye of Noida – IT Park Noida 

Client : Fairfox 

Site : 13.59 Acre 
Built-up Area: 26 Lac sq. ft. 

 











IRCON Corporate Office 

Client : IRCON 
Site : 2 Acre 
Built-up Area: 2.47 Lac sq. ft. 

The project is intended to showcase IRCON as a prosperous organization symbolizing growth. An experiential building 
offering a double height entry experience, offers a large pedestrian plaza in the front.  
 
The plaza acts as a binding element between the two building blocks and the auditorium building. The buildings rise 
in height as seen from the main entry vista. Green terraces and roof level recreational activities offer rejuvenating 
spaces for office users. 

Gurugram 









Gulf Adiba Gurugram 

Client : Gulf Asphalt Pvt. Ltd.  
Site : 1 Acre 
Built-up Area: 2 Lac sq. ft. 

 
Located in suburban NCR within proximity of South and West Delhi and very close to the International airport, Gulf  
Adiba is a proposed IT/ ITES office complex located in Udyog Vihar Phase II, Gurugram. Just 1km off the National  
Highway 8, the building is aptly positioned on a 4000 sq m industrial plot within a dense office complex site comprising  
of other similar milieu. 
 

With a design brief of a contemporary, yet elegant and functional edifice that had to be Vaastu-compliant, the  
development is envisaged as a paradigm shift that moves away from the typical, closed, work environment that  
creates a stressful work eco-system. The lack of a site context with no significant views determined the design  
development as a distinctive, introverted-planned, environment-friendly, climate-responsive built volume with  
sufficient recreational spaces that would allow for employee-interaction, engagement and pleasurable workspaces  
of both private and public nature. The building norms, permissible ground coverage (40%), height restriction of 30m  
and FAR (2), further led the design to be conceived as a private, calm and serene building spread across Seven floors  
and a stilted open space that frees up the ground to brings in light and air circulation. 
 

A low, recessed adjacent neighboring plot further enables the creation of an east-facing entry court that not only  
reinforces the private nature of the office but creates landscaped zones away from the neighboring noise and  
pollution. The porous ground-level also permits the movement of ample natural light and ventilation through the built  
volume, while crafting Interactive and recreational spaces as a part of the interiors. The site is planned keeping the  
site constraints and Vaastu considerations in mind that define a clean, north-east entrance and circulation to begin  
with, and marked with a water body. The south-west zone being blocked by construction further necessitated the  
conception of recreational spaces at every level .This outdoor space at every level generates spaces for interaction  
that are otherwise found as closed spaces within offices while aiding a visual connect and air movement. 
 

An orientation-sensitive design is enabled by stepping the built-form as it recedes South to North, enabling the North-  
Glazed façade with scatter free light and ensuring that all internal courts get sufficient sunlight. It also allows for  
terraces to be formed on the Southern Side, full of sunlight and ventilation, a welcome break from enclosed office  
spaces. To enable wind flow and ensuring that all units get sufficient ventilation, the North and south are retained as  
open to allow for the movement of summer and winter winds. In the absence of any formal site influences, a fluid,  
rhythmic, yet continuous form is inspired by nature to create an iconic identity in the otherwise mundane surroundings  
achieved by the creation of gradually, steeping up terraces. A Roof line is developed that follows the floor profile to  
complement the overall form of the built volume resulting in a structure that bears a resemblance to the sand dunes  
in the deserts of the Middle East with the distinct floors characterized by the ripples on a sand dune. Adopting the  
innovative technology of a space frame with glass, polycarbonate panels to create a semi-covered roofing system  
at the top, to which the building tapers to and enables the aerial view to be viewed as a vague „8‟. The parapets are  
further softened by the optimization of greenery and planters along the railing. Embedded lighting design further  
accentuates the curvilinear form of the building. 









AIPL Joy Gallery Gurugram 

Concept by DPA Architects, Singapore  

Client : AIPL 

Site : 4.23 Acre 

Built-up Area: 11.9 Lac sq. ft. 









HighTown Gurugram 

Client : Silverglades Infrastructures Pvt Ltd 
Site : 3 Acre 

Silverglades Hightown Residences spreads across 3 lofty towers nestled amidst a mixed-use development. The ultimate 
living experience unfolds in the tallest towers of the area, with the finest offerings and an ease of life, unlike ever before. 
Claiming the throne at the centre of the city, Silverglades Hightown spans 5 acres and sits opposite The Laburnum* in 
Sushant Lok 1, Gurugram. Thoughtfully curated to cater to every imaginable want and desire,  
 
Hightown Residences offers a limited collection of 260 luxury homes in 3 & 4 BHK configurations. 
 
Apart from the great amenities that offers, the key project highlights are its location and the individual features integrated 
in to provided. 
 
• 4 Star Griha Rating 
• Smart Home Technology Packs 
• PM 2.5 Air Filtration System 
• Central Air Conditioning 
• Germ Resistant Paint 
• Pet Friendly Zone 
• Business Centre 
• Close Proximity to Upvan Lake 
• Medical Assist Room 









Park View Spa 

Client : Bestech 
Site : 12.89 Acre 
Built-up Area: 15.35 Lac sq. ft. 

Very often in the pursuit of combining open spaces one tends to concentrate the built-forms, it was a special and 
conscious effort to not allow that “wall” effect to happen, not only because it is over-bearing and mammoth but it 
also adversely affects the growth of vegetation in the enclosed open spaces. The clusters are designed to facilitate 
adequate sun and cross ventilation to the apartments, which themselves are mostly three side open, allowing 
expansive views of the greens within the site as well as predominantly low-rise neighborhood of Malibu Towne and 
Sector 47 that these towers fall adjacent to. The units are linear, certainly on account of the need to keep them so to 
facilitate minimum obstruction to other apartments on the same floor, as much to allow for the public, semi-public 
and private spaces hierarchy to happen. Built in the Sector 47 of Gurugram, the project epitomizes luxury in residential 
spaces. The theme is contemporary, the treatment meticulous. Materials snugly fit with each other to create the 
ambience of unmitigated finesse and style. Spa or Sanus Per Aquam means ''Health through Water ". The intent was 
to create “Vertical habitats” in synergy with the Elements of SUN, AIR and WATER. Sunrise view, sunset view, flowing 
breeze through the cross ventilated habitats, treated water bodies and pool create habitats close to nature. The 
same is physically manifested in 5 simple promises..  
• All Homes - Three side open 
• All Homes - Sun Facing (Seeing either Sun rise, Sun set or both) 
• All Homes - green facing & pool facing 
• All Homes - Slim and linear with the living and dining room acting as a cross ventilating lung open on two opposite 

ends. 
• All homes - With long wrap around balconies and a verandah for an enriching outdoorsy experience. All central 

Greens are sun facing. It has been achieved by ensuring there are no wall like towers on the south side. Also a 
great deal of emphasis has been laid on pedestrian safety by segregating vehicular and pedestrian movements. 
There's a sports corridor that houses all essential outdoor sports facilities like tennis, basket ball, volley ball, cricket 
practice pitch, skating ring, tot lots .etc. 
 

Two of the low rise structures - the club and convenient shopping have been cleverly covered as earth sheltered 
green structures. Apart from the regular green building interventions that are mandatory as per the MOEF norms like 
STP, rain water harvesting, solar lighting for common areas, dual flushing systems etc. 
   
Some salient features of the design are:  
• Cross ventilated apartments. 
• 3 side open apartments. 
• Morning & evening sun visible from most of the flats. 
• All apartments are garden, pool and clubhouse facing. 
• Green top club with high end facilities. 
• Separate entry for formal and informal area within the unit from the vestibule. 
• Adequate covered parking for all apartments. 
• 4-5 bedroom penthouses with separate terrace & relaxing pool. 
• Kids play area visible from the towers in a secured zone 
• Ramps located at the entrance ensure less surface vehicular traffic. 
• Vehicular traffic constrained to the periphery of the site, keeping the interiors pedestrian friendly. 
• Three layers of security. 
• Exquisite greens interspersed with water features. 
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Greenburg Gurgaon 

Client : Microtek Infrastructures  
Site : 14.64 Acre 
Built-up Area: 17.94  Lac sq. ft. 

 
Green is a word that is reminiscent of freshness, nature and the environment. Born out of greenery, the Eden of  
Greenburg is imbued with the same mystical paean that runs through a lush countryside. Inspired by the generosity of  
Mother Nature that protects and provides, nurtures and guides- a blossoming paradise is experienced amidst the  
luxuriance of verdant delights. This is Greenburg. 
 

Greenburg's resplendent aesthetics are a visible commitment to luxury and acres of artistic greenery- be it the grassy  
golf course or the verdure manicured lawns or the refreshing water features. As the name suggests, Greenburg is  
conceptualised from green open spaces, and the concept filters through the facilities, and the inside areas as well.  
All the towers are placed surrounding a huge green park, specially designed to accentuate the start to every single  
day. Every room in every apartment has been carefully designed keeping in mind the lifestyle and comfort of the  
people. 
 

Stepping outside onto the spacious balcony, one is greeted by mile upon mile of lush greenery, shimmering pools of  
water nestled amidst golf putting greens, yoga lawns and flower gardens. With all rooms boasting of an attached  
balcony, one can celebrate the magnificence of nature and feel positive energies seep into the being. The stylish  
combination of toughened glass with stainless steel railings ensure complete safety while adding to the aesthetics,  
giving the balcony a truly artistic finish. 
 

The grand 60 m entrance opens up to a 12m wide service lane that leads up to huge landscaped central space  
appointed with leisure activities and amenities. The project has two swimming pools, a luxury club and a mini golf  
course. The apartments are a mix of 2BHK + study, 3 BHK and 4 BHK units, all having spacious balconies for  
uninterrupted views of the sprawling greens. The stylish combination of toughened glass and steel railings ensure  
complete safety while complimenting the aesthetics. The apartments have more than 10 ft. clear height for an  
opulent living and provisions of lofts for extra storage. 









Emrald Garden Kanpur 

Client : MGIL  
Site : 10 Acre 
Built-up Area: 19.29 Lac sq. ft. 

 
Located in the heart of Kanpur city in Swaroop Nagar, Emerald garden is a lush green township spread across an  
area of approximately 40 acres. Sited in one of the exclusive areas of Kanpur within a plush neighborhood, the  
design of this contemporary, well-planned township aims to craft villa-like residences, within the benefits of a large  
residential complex. Without losing the privacy, luxury and premium nature of an individual residential unit, the  
development is targeted at people who are accustomed to living in large homes, but miss out on the communal  
nature, facilities, amenities and security of a gated enclave. 
 

Designed in collaboration with DP Architects (Singapore), the masterplan comprises of residential plots, flats,  
clubhouse, commercial, etc. with 60% of the built volume being designed as a low-rise development. The client brief  
called for a mix of 3, 4 and 5 BHK units, amidst regular towers and iconic towers with an assortment of units split into  
regular floors, penthouses, garden apartments and club- side apartments. Facilitating a design that is centered  
around the opulent clubhouse and other amenities, the planning approach aims to consolidate the central greens,  
while crafting vista views towards the low-rise parts of the development. 
 

Breaking away from the traditional 4 units to a box cluster, there is a focus on clubbing two units together into the  
different arms of the cluster. Enabling the sun, wind and view requirements of the towers, an unfolded 4/5 to a core  
layout is adopted. The cluster of the Iconic tower is the feature element and is conceived as a classical elliptical  
shape, lending itself to flowing peripheral balconies. All apartments are designed with Balconies in each bedroom  
and the drawing room with large openings to ensure better light and ventilation. Manifesting as a sleek 100m high  
cylindrical tower with an expansive view of the Ganges and the Kanpur urbanscape, the resulting form enjoys  
stunning views of the greenery. Taking inspiration from the modern-day sky scrapers of metropolises, the façade of this  
iconic tower is a manifestation of the sense and sensibilities of a jet-setting citizen. The approach to architecture is a  
seamless integration of outdoors with the entrance lobby indoors. The common areas at each floor level and interiors  
of the apartments follow a cohesive, singular theme that is in sync with the overall aesthetic. 
 

Adjacent to the swimming pool and smoothly manicured lawns, is the elegant clubhouse that is one of the highlights  
of the development. An elevated plinth envelopes all towers, wrapping around the buildings and acts as a stilt area.  
Extending as a multifunctional space at some places, this adds fluidity and flexibility in the design. The patios flow  
through the clubhouse leading from entrance lobby of individual towers and wind through the club spaces all the  
way up to swimming pool. With separate pools for adults and children, a waterside juice bar, a state-of-the-art gym,  
an indoor badminton court, squash court, and a community room, the clubhouse is a means of leisure and relaxation  
for all age groups residing within the complex. 
 

The landscape is conceptualized as a whole instead of individual patches, thereby wrapping the towers around the  
central green. The iconic tower sits on a raised mount, and the landscape manifests on site as an interplay of greens  
and the club. The focal theme is rolling and undulating greens, running around the towers with the swimming pool,  
kids play zone, kids play zone and courts becoming central pieces of the entire landscape. Impeccable design, finest  
global fittings and finishes, fire safety measures, earthquake-resistant construction, Disabled-friendly common spaces  
and bathrooms and advanced security systems are features that make the development unique in all aspects.  
Peripheral walls are constructed and designed to prevent water seepage, better insulation and safety. 
 

Sited amidst agricultural Farms on one end and low-rise housing on the other, the spacious balconies open out to an  
ethereal view of the river Ganges, creating an aura of calm and serenity within the residential domain. A large  
vehicle-free Podium area, adds the to the secure environs conceived as the prime intent of the development. 









Gurgaon Greens Gurugram 

Client : Emaar 
Site : 13.53 Acre 
Built-up Area: 14.4 Lac sq. ft. 

As Executive Architect 
 
 







Rishita Manhattan Lucknow 

Client : Rishita Developers 

Site :  10 Acre 
Built-up Area: 24.5 Lac sq. ft. 

 
 

Rishita Manhattan draws inspiration from the towering skyscrapers of Manhattan transported to lush green meadows of 
Lucknow. A defining idiom of luxurious life in a freshly contemporaneous way.Rishita Manhattan offers something radically 
modem and goes beyond four walls in defining global lifestyles infused in to the rich tradition of Lucknow ethos. It is a blend 
of modernity with traditionalism rendered in the best possible way. Anyone who gets to own an apartment can take pride 
in ownership and the Zestful joy of a roller coaster rarefied life high above all. It is an elevation of senses you will love as an 
expression of what you are. 







Navami Landmark Bangalore 

Client : Navami  
Site : 3.5 Acre 
Built-up Area: 8 Lac sq. ft. 







Navami Fanique Bangalore 

Client : Navami  
Site : 2 Acre 
Built-up Area: 3.75 Lac sq. ft. 

Navami Funique is located at the gateway of the Electronic city of Bangalore forming a development that creates 160  

apartments along with a commercial space. An analysis of the surroundings led to the conception a building  

development that not only enhances urban life, but also enables a better quality of life. 

The site is divided into two unequal parts with the lesser area in the front for commercial usage and the large rear portion  

for residential development. The commercial Building stands as a neat geometrical mass, housing shops on the lower  

floors and office plates on the upper floors. On the facade, the balance of glass panes with steel frames manifests the  

freedom in the usage of internal spaces, bringing in most of the natural light while endowing the built volume with a  

certain lightness. A 100 feet tall elevation feature at the front edge, makes it prominently visible from Hosur Road giving it  

an iconic identity. 

The Residential development consists of a linear arrangement of four towers with the club at the ground floor level and a  

basement for parking. Each tower has ten floors with an arrangement of four units (2bhk‟s & 3bhk‟s) each on every floor  

revolving around a central core. The design of units experiments with their relationship with the outdoors to achieve a  

feeling of bright spatial openness and environmental comfort. The units, in addition to being Vastu Compliant, are  

designed as spaces that offer complete freedom of occupation to accommodate the lifestyle of each owner. The  

exterior facade allows for possible variations of treatment of the surfaces with stone, glass, wood and paint. The  

continuous fashion of balconies is interrupted at random intervals by wooden box balconies. These balconies create a  

variation with their appearance and can be seen as only extrovert element of the design, offering comfortable spaces  

for owners to enjoy the vast panoramic view of the surroundings. 

The base of the residential tower formulates a combined club space for the residents. A Club houses leisure and sports  

activities for the residents along with the relief of a Bio-pool and a relaxing deck. The setting offers a juxtaposition of built  

spaces and plenty of landscaped area that sets out to redefine the components of urban life and their relationship with  

nature. 







Imperial Garden 

Client : Emaar 
Site : 12 Acre 
Built-up Area: 13 Lac sq. ft. 
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Palm Garden 

Client : Emaar 
Site : 21 Acre 
Built-up Area: 25 Lac sq. ft. 
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Mulberry Heights 

 
 

Lucknow 

Client : Rishita Developers  
Site : 22 Acre 
Built-up Area: 35 Lac sq. ft. 







Park View Spa Next Gurgaon 

Client : Bestech  
Site : 10.3 Acre 
Built-up Area: 12.60 Lac sq. ft.  
Type : Mid Segment 
Stage : Completed 
 

Park View Spa Next is a group housing complex located in sector 67, Gurgaon just off the Golf Course Extension Road  
with a total of 458 homes intended to delight its habitants in all perspectives. Situated at a distance of 20 minutes  
from IGI Airport, and well-connected to NH8 through SPR and Sohna Road, this residential haven is nestled amidst a  
gigantic 80 per cent greens, with an array of amenities that will grace the residents‟ life. The development is well  

connected to NCR and is surrounded by operational markets ,malls, modern schools, colleges & hospitals As the  
epitome of privacy, luxury, status and innovation, the development has all apartments (10 Blocks and 458 elegantly  
appointed residences), planned with a green view. 
 

Spa or Sanus Per Aquam means ''Health through Water". The intent was to create „Vertical habitats‟ in synergy with  the 

Elements of SUN, AIR and WATER. The development thus incorporates dwelling units that are endowed with  
sunrise/sunset views, flowing breeze, natural sunlight, treated water bodies and a pool establishing them close to  
nature. Designed as per the basic Vastu principles, the master planning focuses on the prime aspect of green spaces  
optimising the traditional concept of a large courtyard, meandering in shape and treatment, in order to integrate  
each dwelling unit with the natural environment. The resultant green spaces have thereafter been moulded and  
adapted to suit the various uses that a large condominium project needs and demands. Materials snugly fit with  
each other to create the ambience of unmitigated finesse and style. 
 

The clusters are designed to facilitate adequate sun and cross ventilation to the apartments, which themselves are  
mostly three side open, allowing expansive views of the greens within the site as well as the predominantly low-rise  
neighbourhood. The sufficient distance between each tower enables free flow of light and breeze throughout the  
complex and their placement ensures that there is minimum shadow of towers on each other. Further, the building on  
the southern side is kept intentionally low to allow greens to receive light. Moving away from the monotony of the  
dark basements, large cut-outs are provided at the basement roof level to allow ample natural light in and a unique  
concept of a recessed internal courtyard further brings in daylight into the basement, whilst acting as a huge green  
plaza in the heart of the site. The exterior facade is imposing without being harsh, having soft and stark colours  
alternately giving the project a sense of warm livability. 
Entry and exit ramps are provided near the entry to minimize vehicular movement at surface level and roads are  
limited to the periphery only to provide central green free of any vehicular movement. 
The development has a column, beam and slab system for super structure and flat slab with column for sub structure  
level. 
 

All single dwelling units are green facing, well-ventilated and well-lit with at least 2 side openings allowing for cross  
ventilation and ample sunlight during different hours of the day. The kitchen, bedrooms and the toilets are extremely  
well equipped with Wooden Floorings, Granite counters, modular kitchens, Anti-skid tiles amongst all generation next  
materials used exhibiting durability and the style quotient. With a well-lit double height entrance lobby, the dwelling  
units also have large and continuous balconies to enjoy outdoor life. All Bedroom walls are painted with oil bound  
distemper with wooden flooring and anodized / Powder Coated Aluminium Windows. 
 

The Project has various modern amenities like Swimming Pool, Play Area, Health Facilities, 24Hr Backup, Security, Club  
House, Rain Water Harvesting, Tennis Court, Badminton Court, Gymnasium, Basket Ball Court, Walking Track etc. The  
kitchen, bedrooms and the toilets are extremely well equipped with Wooden Floorings, Granite counters, and Anti-  
skid tiles amongst all generation next materials used that exhibit durability and imbibe a high style quotient. 









BPTP Pride 

Client : BPTP 
Site : 156 Acre 

Faridabad 












